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ON-PREMISE METADATA SCANNER
METADATA MANAGEMENT MADE EASY
For the cloud users of the AnalytiX DS Unified Platform, AnalytiX DS offers a metadata scanning utility that allows you to scan metadata
from your organizational databases and then synchronize this metadata with the cloud instance of the Mapping Manager platform.

Enterprise Metadata Management

Why Use the On-Premise Metadata Scanner?
When the AnalytiX DS Unified Platform is not deployed on
premise and a cloud instance is being used, scanning the
metadata from the organizational databases requires the specific
database ports to be accessible to the cloud instance (which is

Universal platform for scanning, consolidating and managing
metadata across the organization.
Consolidate and govern all your metadata in a collaborative
environment for ease of access and information






Collaborative platform to enrich the data dictionaries and
make them more meaningful for your business.

outside the organization’s firewalls). Chances are, in most
organizations, internal databases are not accessible outside the

Compatibility

organization’s firewalls for various security reasons. This acts as a

AMM v7.1 or higher versions

major roadblock for project teams that need the metadata
scanned from their internal databases. In order to overcome this
roadblock, AnalytiX DS has introduced an on-premise metadata
scanning agent to help customers on cloud scan the metadata on
premise within the organizational firewalls and then sync this
metadata with the cloud system.

How does the On-Premise Metadata Scanner work?
The AnalytiX DS On-Premise Metadata Scanner is a utility that is

Supported Databases
SQL Server
 Oracle
Teradata
 My SQL
Sybase
 IBM Netezza
Vertica
 Greenplum
Pervasive
 MS-Access
DB2
 SAP
Salesforce
 Hadoop
Cloudera
 AWS Redshift
Any other database that supports a JDBC driver and
connection











deployed on premise. Once deployed, this utility allows you to scan
the metadata from your organizational databases (similar to how you
would scan the metadata if the entire unified platform were deployed
on premise). This metadata is stored internally by the utility and can
be exported into excel or xml file formats that can then be ingested
into the cloud instance. This way, all metadata from your
organization’s database can be scanned without any hassles and
synchronized with the cloud instance.

Introductory Video

Technical Specifications
Hardware
Processor: 64-bit (x64) 2 gigahertz (GHz) Dual Core or faster
RAM: min 8GB
HDD: 20 GB free space
Software (prepackaged with the Utility)
JRE v8
Tomcat v8
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